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(U//FOUO) Online Foreign Influence Snapshot: August 2022

(U//FOUO) We judge that narratives driven by Chinese, Iranian, and Russian state media, and proxy websites linked to these governments, often involve fact-based articles as well as editorials; these publications may include misinformation,
disinformation, or factual but misrepresented information. This monthly “Snapshot” compiles English-language narratives, which we assess are intended for US and Western audiences, and highlights both consistent trends and emergent messaging,
which we assess to reveal foreign actors’ changing influence priorities. We judge that, typically, China uses state and proxy media—including US-based outlets—to try to shape diaspora conduct and US public and leadership views; Iran state media
manipulates emerging stories and emphasizes Tehran’s strength while denigrating US society and policy; and Russia uses both state and proxy media to amplify narratives seeking to weaken Washington’s global position relative to Moscow’s. This
snapshot identifies the most persistent or emergent narratives being spread by these actors for English-speaking—probably US—audiences, as well as narratives of interest to Homeland Security stakeholders.
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AUGUST CONSISTENT AND EMERGENT NARRATIVES

(U//FOUO) Chinese state media continued July’s
heavy shift to Taiwan issues—away from significant
focus on Ukraine or COVID-19—while also claiming
that several US domestic controversies show a
failing democracy. Outlets denounced visits to
Taiwan by US politicians as political grandstanding,
and as attempts to undermine the One‑China policy.

(U) US CONGRESSIONAL VISITS TO TAIWAN

(U) ONE-CHINA POLICY

(U) US DOMESTIC ISSUES

(U) Chinese state media denounced
the 2–3 August visit to Taiwan by
the US Speaker of the House as a
desperate act to boost Democrats’ popularity
and interfere with China’s sovereignty;
they also decried two later Congressional
delegations as political showboating ahead of
US midterm elections.1–6

(U) Chinese state media
amplified narratives alleging
US provocations in the
Taiwan Strait, claiming that Washington is
undermining the One-China principle, and
denouncing US actions as hegemonic and
designed to destabilize Indo‑Pacific stability.7,8,9

(U) Chinese state media amplified
news stories involving contentious
US domestic issues such as alleged
abuses of immigrants, neglect of veterans, gun
control, and crime rates. They characterized these
issues as showing that US democracy and leaders
are ineffective and that Washington is hypocritical
in critiquing human rights abuses abroad.10,11,12,13

(U//FOUO) Iranian state media focused on
long-standing narratives. Outlets praised
Tehran’s purported efforts to revitalize the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), while
criticizing Washington’s negotiating stance,
and pushed stories of US social discord,
including inflation and the search of the former
president‘s property.

(U) JCPOA

(U) INFLATION

(U) MAR-A-LAGO SEARCH

(U) Iranian state media criticized the
US position in JCPOA negotiations,
asserting that Tehran has made
reasonable demands and offered constructive
solutions, while Washington was less
committed to negotiating.18,19,20

(U) Iranian state media
amplified stories on contentious
US domestic issues, particularly
the US inflation rate, resulting sacrifices by
US citizens, increasing political turmoil due to
the economy, and growing disapproval ratings
for the current US president.21,22,23

(U) Iranian state media amplified
reporting about the search of the
former president’s Mar‑a‑Lago ClubUSPER,
criticisms of the DOJ and FBI, and discord
between Republicans and Democrats. Outlets also
pushed stories about supporters of the former
president who allegedly sent death threats to the
US Attorney General and held armed protests by
FBI buildings.14,15,16,17

(U) WAR IN UKRAINE

(U) ZAPROZHYE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

(U) US CONGRESSIONAL VISITS TO TAIWAN

(U) Russian state media and
proxies alleged Ukrainian
military atrocities, and blamed
Western support to Ukraine for price and
energy inflation, and food insecurity.24,25,26,27

(U) Russian state media and
proxies amplified allegations that
the Ukrainian military shelled
the Russia-held nuclear plant in Zaporozhye,
Ukraine, blaming Kyiv for any potential
nuclear disaster.28,29,30

(U) Russian state media and proxies focused
on the visits to Taiwan by the US Speaker
of the House and later congressional
delegations, while promoting Russia’s alliance with
China as a sign of falling US global influence.31,32

(U//FOUO) Russian state media and proxy websites
continued their heavy focus on Ukraine by blaming
global economic, energy, and food insecurity on the
Western response. They also alleged that Ukrainian
military actions endangered the Zaporozhye
nuclear power plant. Moscow further highlighted
its support for Beijing after the Taiwan visits of
US Congressional delegations.
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Source, Reference, and Dissemination Information
Prepared By

(U)

Cyber Mission Center

For Questions, Contact

(U)

DHS-SPS-RFI@hq.dhs.gov

Privacy, Civil Rights,
Civil Liberties,
Intelligence Oversight
Notice

(U//FOUO)

Definitions

(U//FOUO)

US persons linking, citing, quoting, or voicing the same arguments raised by
these foreign influence activities likely are engaging in First Amendment-protected
activity, unless they are acting at the direction or control of a foreign threat actor.
Furthermore, variants of the topics covered in this product, even those that include
divisive terms, should not be assumed to reflect foreign influence or malign activity
absent information specifically attributing the content to malign foreign actors. This
information should be considered in the context of all applicable legal and policy
authorities to use open source information while protecting privacy, civil rights, and
civil liberties.
Foreign Influence: Any covert, fraudulent, deceptive, or unlawful activity of
foreign governments—or persons acting on their behalf—undertaken with the purpose
or effect of influencing, undermining confidence in, or adversely affecting
US democratic processes or institutions or otherwise affecting socio-political sentiment
or public discourse to achieve malign objectives.
Covert Influence: Activities in which a foreign government hides its
involvement, including the use of agents of influence, covert media
relationships, cyber influence activities, front organizations, organized crime
groups, or clandestine funds for political action.

•

(U//FOUO)

•

(U//FOUO)

Overt Influence: Activities that a foreign government conducts
openly or has clear ties to, including the use of strategic communications,
public diplomacy, financial support, and some forms of propaganda.

Disinformation: A foreign government’s deliberate use of false or misleading
information intentionally directed at another government’s decisionmakers and
decision-making processes to mislead the target, force it to waste resources, or
influence a decision in favor of a foreign government’s interests.
(U//FOUO)

Malinformation: An adversary’s deliberate use of otherwise verifiable
information with malicious intent, such as by amplifying the information selectively or
out of context, or to the detriment of specific persons.
(U//FOUO)

Misinformation: An adversary’s use of false or misleading information. An
adversary’s intent can change misinformation to disinformation.
(U//FOUO)

Malign Foreign
Influence Collection
and Analysis
Methodology

The Office of Intelligence and Analysis (I&A) collects and receives reporting
on messaging from foreign governments or any entity assessed to be operating on
behalf of a foreign power, including reporting on covert, fraudulent, deceptive, and
unlawful activities undertaken with the purpose or effect of influencing, undermining
confidence in, or adversely affecting our democratic processes or institutions or
otherwise affecting socio-political sentiment or public discourse to achieve malign
objectives.
(U//FOUO)

This reporting includes state-controlled media outlets—some that are
officially registered under the Foreign Agents Registration Act—as well as covert proxy
websites and social media accounts we assess are operated by foreign governments or
entities operating on behalf of a foreign power.
(U//FOUO)

I&A routinely reviews the totality of this malign foreign influence content
and, in the case of this report, identified a number of prominent COVID-19, domestic,
(U//FOUO)
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and socio-political themes regularly presented by these actors since the beginning of
2020.
Dissemination

(U//FOUO)

Warning Notices &
Handling Caveats

(U)

Federal, state, local, and private sector stakeholders.

Warning: This document is UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(U//FOUO). It contains information that may be exempt from public release under the
Freedom of Information Act (5U.S.C. 552). It is to be controlled, stored, handled,
transmitted, distributed, and disposed of in accordance with DHS policy relating to
FOUO information and is not to be released to the public, the media, or other personnel
who do not have a valid need to know without prior approval of an authorized DHS
official. State and local homeland security officials may share this document with
authorized critical infrastructure and key resource personnel and private sector
security officials without further approval from DHS.
Warning: This product contains US person information that has been deemed
necessary for the intended recipient to understand, assess, or act on the information
provided. It has been highlighted in this document with the label USPER and should
(U)

be handled in accordance with the recipient's intelligence oversight and/or information
handling procedures. Other US person information has been minimized. Should you
require the minimized US person information on weekends or after normal weekday
hours during exigent and time sensitive circumstances, contact the Current and
Emerging Threat Watch Office at 202-447-3688, CETC.OSCO@hq.dhs.gov. For all other
inquiries, please contact the Homeland Security Single Point of Service, Request for
Information Office at DHS-SPS-RFI@hq.dhs.gov, DHS-SPS-RFI@dhs.sgov.gov, DHSSPS-RFI@dhs.ic.gov.
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